NEW FOR 2009

Jenx Supine Stander

THE MOST USER FRIENDLY SUPINE STANDING SYSTEM YET!

www.jenx.com
Jenx Supine Stander

Jenx Limited has now added a new Supine Stander to the extensive range of standing systems currently available.

Jenx Supine Stander provides an improved and inclusive posture for children aged 9 months to 11 years who have minimal or no head control, enabling a child to work up against most work surfaces and at eye level with their peers.

Comfortable contoured cushions and a modular back support give a greater surface area for load bearing while supine angle adjustment allows for leg muscles to be gradually strengthened or to facilitate stepping practise for example.

Headboard can be used on its own, specially designed head positioning cushions can be used or a Multigrip® headrest can be attached for increased head control.

Safety is assured with Jenx de-rotational thoracic and hip straps while specially designed colour coded knee straps position legs, helping to reduce internal or external rotation at the hip.

Manual handling and transfer is made easier using a gas strut and foot pedal or powered base for simple angle adjustment from 100 upright down to horizontal, side pads are simple to adjust and position and are easy to move to the side or remove to aid transfer, and hoisting in or out of the stander couldn’t be simpler...simply supine!
Manufactured with **16 key product features**

- **EASY TO CLEAN**
  Powder coated metal frame, stain resistant anti-microbial coated pads and easy-clean straps.

- **LARGE WING NUTS**
  Easy to undo and re-tighten without the use of tools.

- **AGE RANGE**
  From 9 months to 4 years (size 1) and 3 years to 11 years (size 2).

- **MODULAR BACK BOARDS**
  Simple to add or remove, undo retaining bolts in back post.

- **ANGLE GUAGE**
  Easy to view guage helps carers to adjust Supine Stander to prescribed angles for each user.

- **SMALL FOOTPRINT**
  Small but stable base will fit through most standard doors.

- **BOARD PADS**
  Contoured polyurethane pads providing a large surface area for weight bearing.

- **EASY TO CLEAN**
  Powder coated metal frame, stain resistant anti-microbial coated pads and easy-clean straps.

- **ROBUST FOR HEAVY USE**
  Engineered to the highest quality.

- **ADJUSTABLE SUPINE ANGLE (SIZE 1)**
  Easy access lockable foot peddle for releasing board angle, with gas strut powered assistance to dampen travel.

---

**Jenx Supine Stander Size 1 (Code: SUP01).**

Basic configuration shown above: base frame, footplate, standing frame with 2 main boards, 2 removable boards, 3 pairs of small pads (2 with de-rotational safety straps and 1 with colour coded de-rotational knee straps) plus optional sandals and headrest. Note: to specify any fitting choose basic configuration and add what is required.
and 5 major adjustable components

**HEADBOARD**
Ideal if a child is ventilated, has tracheotomy or hydrocephalus. Can be fitted with small pads with cushions or Multigrip® headrest.

**FOOTPLATE**
Can be used to accommodate sandals, sandal raising blocks or booties.

**KNEE STRAPS**
Allow for knee flexion and help control internal or external rotation at the hip with a pair of specially designed colour coded de-rotational straps with each pad.

**MOVABLE SIDE PADS**
For unobstructed access, easy for staff to learn how to adjust, or remove. 3 sizes available.

**DE-ROTATIONAL THORACIC AND HIP STRAPS**
Providing safety and greater control of rotation whilst maintaining a symmetrical body position.

**REMOVEABLE TRAY**
Tray comes complete with bracket, bowl and infill for attaching aids to.

**ADJUSTABLE SUPINE ANGLE (SIZE 2)**
Powered base with 2 button hand held control unit. Rechargeable battery with long life.

**Jenx Supine Stander Size 2 (Code: SUC02).**
Standard configuration: powered base frame, hand held control, footplate, sandals, standing frame with 4 main boards, 2 removable boards, 3 pairs of medium pads (2 with de-rotational safety straps, 1 with colour coded de-rotational knee straps), tray, infill and bowl.

Note: to specify any fitting choose basic configuration and add what is required.

---

Jenx...Positioning for Life®
| DIMENSIONS |
|-----------------|-------|-------|
| **Approximate age range** | **Size 1** | **Size 2** |
|  | 9 months - 4 years | 3 years - 11 years |
| **Modular board height from footplate** | 500mm/1070mm | 900mm/1470mm |
| **Chest width (min/max)** | 130mm/310mm | 130mm/310mm |
| **Hip width (min/max)** | 130mm/310mm | 130mm/310mm |
| **Knee pad width (min/max)** | 130mm/310mm | 130mm/310mm |
| **Base size (footprint)** | 575mm x 660mm | 650mm x 995mm |
| **Tilt in space (supine)** | 10° - 90° | 10° - 90° |
| **Max user weight** | 25 kg | 50 kg |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Infill**
- **Bowl**
- **Tray and Bracket**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADJUSTMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Height of Stander**
  Remove/add a mainboard or headboard by loosening retaining nuts on back post with 5mm allen key and slide board in or out and re-tighten nut.

- **Board Angle Size 1.**
  To change the board angle between horizontal to 10° upright depress the foot peddle and adjust back board to required angle.

- **Board Angle Size 2.**
  To change the board angle between horizontal to 10° upright use the hand held control and adjust to required angle.

- **Side Pads.**
  Loosen the single nut on each pad at rear of board and move pad to desired position and re-tighten. No tools required.

- **Knee Straps.**
  Undo both velcro straps on each knee pad and pull grey or black strap to adjust internal or external rotation of knee and re-do strap.
ACCESSORIES

Head Positioning Cushions
Use soft and comfortable head cushions as positioning guides or prompts.

Multigrip® Headrest
Made with comfortable polyurethane padding and adjustable in 3 planes.

Booties
Fixed to footplate and can be used with or without shoes (pair).

Tray
With coloured edging, rounded corners and quick release catches. Complete with infill and bowl.

Sandals & Raising Blocks
To adjust child’s feet position or to use with raising blocks for leg length discrepancy (pair).

Extra Side Pads
Can be added where additional support is required (pair). 3 sizes.

Note: basic stander must be ordered with 3 pairs of pads with de-rotational straps.